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Abstract

Gas and electricity (G&E) markets are interdependent due to the par cipa on of natu-
ral gas fired power plants (NGFPPs) in both markets. Policy makers and regulators require
tools to understand the implica ons of possible technology-, policy-, and economic devel-
opments in one market for the opera on of the other. Although each market is studied
extensively, i.e. by means of a gas market model or an electricity market model, these
studies are confined to a certain extent in the sense that G&E market interdependencies
are not considered, or at most, only in an itera ve manner. In this paper, we propose an
integrated gas- and electricity market model focusing on short-term interdependencies
that relate to price and volume interac ons. The short-run Integrated ELectricity and GAS
market (I-ELGAS) model is an economic equilibrium model for hourly price and volume
interac ons, that takes into account ramping rates of conven onal units, intermi ent re-
newable (I-RES) variability, seasonal- and peak gas storage, and electricity storage. We
show that this equilibrium model can be formulated as a Quadra c Program (QP) under
the assump on of perfect compe on. This assump on allows for solving large-scale sys-
tems. The model is applied to a (four-node) system to analyse the impact of higher I-RES
genera on, higher CO2 prices and different types of energy storage on the price and vol-
ume interac ons in the gas- and electricity market.

Although the informa on contained in this report is derived from reliable sources and reasonable care
has been taken in the compiling of this report, ECN cannot be held responsible by the user for any errors,
inaccuracies and/or omissions contained therein, regardless of the cause, nor can ECN be held responsible
for any damages that may result therefrom. Any use that is made of the informa on contained in this
report and decisions made by the user on the basis of this informa on are for the account and risk of
the user. In no event shall ECN, its managers, directors and/or employees have any liability for indirect,
non-material or consequen al damages, including loss of profit or revenue and loss of contracts or orders.
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1
Introduction

Gas markets and electricity markets are linked via natural gas fired power plants (NGFPPs)
The opera ons of natural gas
fired power plants simultane-
ously affects the gas- and elec-
tricity markets

that operate as producers in the electricity market and as consumers in the gasmarket. As
a result of the par cipa on of NGFPPs in the electricity- and gas (G&E) markets, their op-
era ons simultaneously affect both markets with respect to prices and volumes. Thereby,
the markets are interdependent. The electricity market is one of the largest consumers
of gas whereas gas can be subs tuted by other lower cost fuels (e.g. coal) in case the gas
price is sufficiently high. The opera on of NGFPPs can also be affected by conges on of
either gas- or electricity networks or both, as well as physical or poli cal security of sup-
ply events (e.g. the Russia-Ukraine gas dispute of 2009). Other factors like the CO2 price
trajectory, market power (especially in the gas market), ver cal mergers1, network- and
produc on capacity investments in bothmarkets, also affect the level of interdependence
between the G&E markets.

Furthermore, in the medium and longer term, gas is generally viewed as a transi on fuel
towards a low carbon, or carbon neutral future. With increasing shares of intermi ent
renewables (I-RES) which are unpredictable and variable by nature, an increase in the
demand for flexible genera on is expected. Since NGFPPs are highly flexible and hence
well-suitable to accommodate sudden (short-term) changes in residual electricity demand
(i.e. demand minus I-RES genera on), an important role for gas is an cipated in the fu-
ture electricity market. Besides the high flexibility of NGFPPs, these units also have lower
carbon emission factors, are more efficient, and have rela vely lower investment costs
compared to other conven onal genera on technologies such as coal. Even though the
current market situa on is unfavorable for NGFPPs, their role as a conven onal back-up
technology remains important. Thereby, with the aim of a fully integrated European en-
ergy market, policy makers and regulators require tools to understand the implica ons of
possible technology-, policy-, and economic developments in one market for the opera-
on of the other, e.g. the impact of increasing intermi ent renewables in the electricity

market on the future role of gas.

Most of the studies analyzing the gas market or the electricity market by u lizing a single-
market model are confined in the sense that G&E market interdependencies are not con-

1 An example of a ver cal merger is when a gas supplying company and an NGFPPmerge. In general, ver cal mergers
reduce inefficiencies from transac ons
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sidered, or at most, only in an itera ve manner. In this paper, we introduce an integrated
To our knowledge, none of the
exis ng models that focus on
short-term interac ons differen-
ates the flexibility proper es of

different sources in both mar-
kets in such detail as the I-ELGAS
model

G&E market market model that accounts for interac ons of gas- and electricity markets
while simultaneously represen ng the infrastructure in bothmarkets (i.e., transmission of
electricity and gas, the storage of electricity and gas, and LNG liquefac on and regasifica-
ons terminals). The G&Emarkets are linked via the NGFPPswhere the natural gas price is

endogenous to the gasmarket but exogenous to the electricitymarket, and the natural gas
demand of the power sector is endogenous to the electricity market but exogenous to the
gas market. The model is formulated using an equilibrium/op miza on framework that
simultaneously calculates the short-term energy balance and price equilibrium in both
G&E markets under a perfect compe on assump on (price-taking behaviour).

There exists a number of studies using an equilibrium/op miza on framework for mod-
elling interac ons between G&E markets, but the available literature is rela vely scarce.
Themajority of thesemodels focus on short-term interac ons (e.g., [5, 11, 6, 2, 1]). Only a
few G&Emarket models include long term interac ons by endogenizing investments in an
integrated framework (e.g. [16, 17, 3, 4]). However, as pointed out by [1], most of these
models are in general too complex to solve for large-scale systems or do not represent
the economic aspects of the gas and electricity market well due to the non-lineari es or
integer variables. Thereby, the geographical and/or temporal scope is limited to a system
with few nodes or periods. For example, in [16] a Gas and Electricity Op mal Power Flow
(GEOPF) model is applied to the IEEE 14-node test system and the Belgian calorific gas
network. While technical and physical details can be well represented by the GEOPF, the
use of integer variables leads to problems concerning price variables. In [11] and [6], the
OPF is applied in a more general fashion by using the energy hub concept. Within the en-
ergy hubs, energy carriers among which natural gas can be converted to an output such as
electricity. While in the former, computa onal limita ons are expected with larger-sized
systems, the la er uses a decomposi on technique to solve for larger-sized systems.

[2] and [1] use a Mixed Complementarity Problem (MCP), a common formula on of en-
ergy market equilibrium problems ([10]), to integrate gas and electricity markets while
represen ng the physical energy networks and the economic aspects. In [1], the model
is applied to a large geographical scope (i.e. a stylized representa on of Europe). How-
ever, it is a single-period model and the energy storage, which is an important flexibility
source, is not included. In this paper, we present a short-run Integrated ELectricity and
GAS (I-ELGAS) market model. Our model is an extension of [2] and [1] in the sense that
it includes flexibility limita ons of conven onal power plants (i.e., ramping rates), peak-
and seasonal gas storage, electricity storage, and I-RES variability with mul ple periods
with an hourly resolu on. To our knowledge, none of the exis ng models focusing on
short-term interac ons differen ates the flexibility proper es of different sources in both
markets in such detail.

The I-ELGAS model is formulated as an MCP ([10]). Models formulated as MCPs can be
solved by specialized algorithms ([8]) or, in special cases, by formula ng an equivalent sin-
gle op miza on model instead. Formula on of a single op miza on problemmay not be
possible for general complementarity problems, but it is o en feasible for problems for-
mulated assuming perfectly compe ve markets (see, e.g., [10], [14]). Large-scale com-
plementary models for real world problems are computa onally complex to solve. There-
fore, we adopt the single op miza on approach by formula ng and solving an equivalent
Quadra c Program (QP). With QP formula on, we can solve millions of variables includ-
ing variability of demand and renewables and energy storage within reasonable solu on
mes.
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We apply our model to a four node system analysing scenarios with different levels of
CO2 prices, I-RES genera on and different types of energy storage capaci es. The results
give insights regarding the effects of intermi ent renewables in the electricity market on
the demand and price of natural gas. In addi on, the role of gas and electricity storage
capacity in accommoda ng the effects of intermi ent renewable electricity sources have
been explored. Although the conclusions cannot be generalized yet to the European sys-
tem since the results are derived based on a limited system size, our modelling approach
allows for a more detailed analysis of energy systems on a large geographical scale. In the
future, themodel will be extended to a stylized European scope similar to ECN’s European
gas market model GASTALE ([7]) and the European electricity market model COMPETES
([15] and [18].

The paper is organized as follows; Sec on 2 presents themodelling approach providing the
mathema cal formula ons and the descrip on of each market player’s problem in addi-
on to the equivalent single op miza on problem. Sec on 3 illustrates our observa ons

from the applica on of our model to a four country system, analyzing various scenarios,
i.a. with higher I-RES shares, a higher CO2 price and higher levels of either seasonal gas
storage, peak gas storage, or electrical storage. Sec on 3.3 presents the conclusions. The
nota on used throughout the paper is given in sec on 4.
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2
Modelling approach

We describe our modelling approach in two steps: First, we formulate a market equilib-
Market players are assumed to
be price-takers. Hence, while
gas- and electricity prices are en-
dogenous to the market as a
whole, prices are exogenous to
the market players

rium problem for a single year that assumes perfect compe on, i.e. price-taking behav-
ior, among all market par es in both the G&Emarkets. Each market party pursues its own
objec ve (e.g., maximiza on of its surplus) where at equilibrium, each one’s objec ve is
achieved such that they cannot increase their surplus by devia ng from the equilibrium
solu on. This is modelled by formula ng the maximiza on problem for each party and
then deriving the first-order (Karush-Kuhn-Tucker, KKT) condi ons. Moreover, the market
clears at the equilibrium price where supply equals demand for energy. The KKT condi-
ons for all market par es and the market clearing condi ons together yield the “Mixed

Complementarity Problem (MCP)” for the en re market. Second, we state a single op-
miza on problem that is equivalent to the MCP, which allows solving larger systems

efficiently. A solu on to the single op miza on problem is also a solu on to the MCP.
Thereby, under perfect compe on, the market equilibrium represents the least cost so-
lu on of the en re system which is op mal for all the market players combined.

The model is sta c, taking the capaci es of gas and electricity produc on and infrastruc-
ture as given. In the next sec on the formula on of the market equilibrium problem is
given for eachmarket player and the equivalent single op miza on problem. The nomen-
clature is provided in sec on 4. Under perfect compe on, each market player is a price
taker and views prices as fixed. Price taking behavior can be modelled by formula ng
the price as an exogenous parameter in each market player’s problem even though it is
endogenous to the market as a whole.

2.1 The gas market model
The gas market consists of gas producers, consumers, Transmission System Operators
(TSOs), and Storage System Operators (SSOs), where each group strives different objec-
ves as explained below.

Gas producers: The producers of gas in the origin countries sell their gas to consumers
in gas consuming countries (i.e., the residen al sector, the industrial sector and the power
sector). In order for the gas producers to provide gas to their consumers, they buy trans-
porta on capacity (LNG and pipeline capacity) from the TSO. Thereby, they gain revenues

ECN-E--15-073 Chapter 2. Modelling approach 9



by selling gas to the consumer sectors and incur the cost of producing and transpor ng
gas. The produc on and trading arms of the producing firms are assumed as single en ty,
although in reality they are in general unbundled. Under perfect compe on, the solu on
is not affected if the produc on and trading arms are unbundled or not.

In order to maximize their profits, each gas producer z chooses its sales sgzip earning the
gas price pricegip; it also chooses its produc on qgzop and transmission amount via pipelines
(tgzoip) or LNG (tlgzoip) paying the produc on cost (CQg(qgzop)) and price of transmission
(wtgkp, wtl

g
oip). For given gas and transmission prices (priceg, wtg, wtlg), each natural gas

producer z ∈ Z has the following op miza on problem:

max
sg,qg,tg,tlg

∑
p∈P

Np

[∑
i∈I

pricegips
g
zip −

∑
o∈O

(∑
i∈I

(
∑
k∈K

GTCoikwt
g
kpt

g
zoip

+LTCoiwtl
g
oiptl

g
zoip) + CQg(qgzop)

)]

s.t.

(2.1)

sgzip −
∑
o∈O

(tgzoip + tlgzoip) = 0 (θszip) ∀p ∈ P, i ∈ I (2.2)

−qgzop +
∑
i∈I

(tgzoip + tlgzoip) = 0 (θpzop) ∀p ∈ P, o ∈ O (2.3)∑
i∈I

tlgzoip ≤ TLGout
zo (γoutzop) ∀p ∈ P, o ∈ O (2.4)

qgzop ≤ Qzo (µzop) ∀o ∈ O (2.5)

qgzop, t
g
zoip, tl

g
zoip, s

g
zip ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ P, o ∈ O, i ∈ I. (2.6)

Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3) correspond to the mass balance of sales, produc on, and transport.
LNG liquefac on capacity is assumed to be owned by the produc on firm and LNG pro-
duc on is limited by LNG liquefac on capacity in Eq. (2.4). The produc on of gas is limited
by total produc on capacity in Eq. (2.5). Eq. (2.6) ensures the nonnega vity of gas pro-
ducers’s decisions.

Gas TSO: The TSO allocates pipeline and LNG liquefac on capacity to the gas producers
with total costs CZg

k(flow
g
kp) and CX

g
oi(xoip) respec vely. The price-taking behaviour

of the TSO leads to an efficient alloca on of scarce transmission and LNG capacity, serving
demand on a least-cost basis.

For given transmission prices (wtg, wtlg), the TSO chooses pipeline flows (flowg
kp) and

LNG flows (xoip) to maximize the value of its services, revenues minus the cost of trans-
mission, associated with pipeline transport and LNG shipment are defined as:

max
flowg,xg

∑
p∈P

Np ·
[ ∑
k∈K

(wtgkp · flow
g
kp − CZg

k(flow
g
kp))

+
∑
o∈O

∑
i∈I

(wtlgoip · x
g
oip − CXg

oi(xoip))

]

s.t.

(2.7)
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flowg
kp ≤ TGg

kp (ψg
kp) ∀k ∈ K, p ∈ P (2.8)∑

o∈O

xgoip ≤ TLGin
ip (γinip ) i ∈ I, p ∈ P (2.9)

flowg
kp, x

g
oip ≥ 0 ∀o ∈ O, i ∈ I, k ∈ K, p ∈ P. (2.10)

Flows through pipelines are constrained by the capacity of the pipelines in Eq. (2.8) and
LNG flows are constrained by the capacity of regasifica on in Eq. (2.9). The LNG marine
shipping capacity is assumed to be unrestricted. Eq. (2.10) ensures nonnega vity of flows.

System storage operator (SSO): The SSO operates the storage capacity. In order to ad-
dress the ability to mi gate a security of supply event in the electricity sector e.g., due
to intermi ency, we dis nguish the flexibility of gas storage units by considering both
seasonal and peak gas storage facili es. Peak facili es (i.e., salt caverns) are highly flexi-
ble and are able to extract and inject gas from storage throughout the year on an hourly
basis. Seasonal gas storage facili es (i.e., depleted fields and aquifers) have a rela vely
low flexibility since these facili es are commi ed to injec on in the warm seasons (i.e.
spring and summer) and commi ed to extrac on in the cold seasons (i.e. fall and win-
ter). Furthermore, peak load storage facili es have higher injec on and extrac on rates
but they operate at rela ve high costs. Hence, seasonal gas storage is be er suited to
accommodate seasonal demand fluctua ons whereas peak gas storage is be er suited to
accommodate extreme demand fluctua ons throughout the year.

Similar to the TSO, the SSO is also a price taker, resul ng in an efficient alloca on of storage
capacity. Each storage operator f maximizes its profits from injec on of gas (injgifp) in the
lowpriced periods and extrac on of gas to the consumers (egifp) in the high priced periods.
In our model, we assume a yearly cycle for gas storage. Annual revenues of an SSO are
gained by selling extracted gas at the market price. Its annual opera onal costs consist
of the purchase of injected gas at the market price and total storage costs (CSg

i (inj
g
ifp)).

The SSO’s profit is the price difference between selling and the purchase of gas during
extrac on and injec on, respec vely, minus storage costs:

max
injg,eg

∑
i∈I,f∈F,p∈P

Np

[
pricegip(e

g
ifp − injgifp)− CSg

i (inj
g
ifp)

]
s.t.

(2.11)

injgifp ≤ SIRg
if (ωinj

ip ) ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ F, p ∈ P (2.12)

egifp ≤ SERg
if (ωe

ip) ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ F, p ∈ P (2.13)∑
p∈P (cold)

Npe
g
ifp ≤ SCg

if (ωs
i ) ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ Seasonal (2.14)

∑
p∈P

Npe
g
ifp ≤ SCg

if (ωp
i ) ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ Peakload (2.15)

∑
p∈P (cold)

Npe
g
ifp ≤

∑
p∈P (warm)

Npinj
g
ifp (Ωs

if ) ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ Seasonal (2.16)

∑
p∈P

Npe
g
ifp ≤

∑
p∈P

Npinj
g
ifp (Ωp

if ) ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ Peakload (2.17)

egifp, inj
g
ifp ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, f ∈ F, p ∈ P. (2.18)
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Gas storage operates under a number of technical constraints such as the limita ons on
the maximum hourly injec on rates (Eq. (2.12)), the extrac on rates (Eq. (2.13)) and on
the maximum working storage capacity during their cycle (i.e., Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15)). In
Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17), the balance between total injec on and extrac on quan es is
taken into account while Eq. (2.18) gives nonnega vity condi ons for the decision vari-
ables of storage.

Gas consumers: Final gas consumers are dis nguished by three different market sec-
tors; the power sector, the industrial sector, and the residen al sector. The demand from
the industrial and the residen al sectors are represented by a linear demand func on
sa sfying the following equilibrium condi ons:

0 ≤ pricegip − (Ag
mip +Bg

mipD
g
mip) ⊥ Dg

mip ≥ 0, m ∈ {Ind,Res}

The parameters Ag
imp > 0 and Bg

imp < 0 are es mated using the assumed elas ci es
together with the reference gas consump on and gas price in historical years. The elas-
city from the industrial and the residen al sectors are taken from [13] and [9] as -0.40

and -0.25 respec vely. Different from single gas market models, the demand response of
the power sector is endogenously determined via the gas power producer’s problem in
the electricity sector as formulated in Eq. (2.43) of Sec on 2.3.

Gasmarket clearing condi ons: Themarket clearing condi ons are the equilibrium con-
di ons where prices are set at the balance of total quan ty supplied and total quan ty
demanded. The market prices are endogenous to the whole system and represented by
the Lagrange mul pliers of these condi ons. Eq. (2.19) clears the gas market at gas prices
where total sales from producers and storage operators are equal to the total consump-
on of storage and gas consumers.

Note that the total gas consump on from the power sector is endogenous and depends
on the genera on of NGFPPs in the electricity sector as formulated in Eq. (2.43) of Sec on
2.3. The transmission prices (wtgkp) are Lagrangemul pliers of Eq. (2.20), that sa sfies the
balance between transmission flows over the pipelines and the total demand for pipeline
capacity by the producers. Eq. (2.21) sa sfies the balance of LNG services demanded by
the producers and provided by the TSO at the equilibrium LNG transmission price (wtlgoip).∑
z∈Z

sgzip + egifp =injgifp +
∑
m∈M

Dg
mip (pricegip) ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P, f ∈ F. (2.19)

flowg
kp =

∑
z∈Z

∑
o∈O

∑
i∈I

GTCoikt
g
zoip (wtgkp) ∀k ∈ K, p ∈ P. (2.20)

xgoip = LTCoi

∑
z∈Z

tlgzoip (wtlgoip) ∀o ∈ O, i ∈ I, p ∈ P. (2.21)

2.2 The electricity market model
Weconsider a perfectly compe ve electricitymarket consis ng of genera on units, large
scale e-storage operators, a transmission systemoperator (a TSO), and consumers. Similar
to gasmarket players, eachmarket agent achieves different objec ves as explained below.

Electricity generators: The power producers at node i are characterized by their gen-
era on type, available capacity, and technical capabili es to ramp up and down. The
flexibility of genera on units are differen ated via their ramping capabili es. The genera-
tors produce electricity incurring opera onal and maintenance cost and gain revenues by
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selling electricity to the TSO at the electricity market price. At givenmarket price, priceeip,
each generator h ∈ H located in i ∈ I chooses its genera on, geihp, to maximize its short
term profit under certain capacity and technical limita ons:

max
ge

∑
p∈P

Np ·
[
priceeip · geihp − Ce(geihp)

]
s.t.

(2.22)

geihp −AF e
ihG

e
ih ≤ 0 (βe

ihp), ∀p ∈ P (2.23)

geihp+1 − geihp −RRe
ih ≤ 0 (τeihp), ∀p ∈ P (2.24)

−gihp+1 + geihp −RRe
ih ≤ 0 (τeihp), ∀p ∈ P (2.25)

geihp ≥ 0 ∀p ∈ P. (2.26)

In the objec ve func on, the total opera onal and maintenance cost, Ce(geihp), depends
on the efficiency of the unit and the given fuel and carbon prices:

Ce(geihp) = (
FP e

ihp

ηeih
+

Θe
hPCO2e

ηeih
+OMe

ih) ∗ geihp (2.27)

The fuel prices, except for the gas price, are exogenous to the model. The gas prices are
determined endogenously by the integrated electricity and gas system as formulated in
Eq. (2.41) of Sec on 2.3.

Each genera on unit operates under a set of technical constraints such as limita ons on
genera on capacity in Eq. (2.23), ramping up capability in Eq. (2.24), and ramping down
capability of the unit in Eq. (2.25). For intermi ent renewables such as wind and solar,
the availability factor AF e

ih represents the hourly variability of their genera on. The La-
grange mul pliers associated with these constraints indicate the shadow prices; that is
the marginal value of increasing the capability of these limita ons. For instance, βe, asso-
ciated with the shadow price of the capacity constraints represents the addi onal margin
a unit gets to cover its capacity cost which is also referred as “capacity or scarcity rent”.

Electricity TSO: We consider a pool-market model where the TSO buys power directly
from the generators and sells it to the consumers. Specifically, the TSO, being a price taker,
efficiently acts as an arbitrageur. The operator’s objec ve is to choose net imports/exports
of electricity to/from node i, yeip, to maximize the value of its transmission services (i.e.,
revenues obtained from this arbitrage):

max
ye,flowe

∑
i∈I,p∈P

Npprice
e
ipy

e
ip

s.t.

(2.28)

∑
i′∈J(i)

[
flowe

ii′p − flowe
i′ip

]
+ yeip = 0 (vip), ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P (2.29)

∑
i∈I

yeip = 0 (vp), p ∈ P (2.30)

flowe
ii′p − T e

ii′ ≤ 0 (wteii′p), {∀i′ ∈ J(I)},∀p ∈ P (2.31)

flowe
ii′p ≥ 0 {∀i ∈ I, i′ ∈ J(I), p ∈ P} (2.32)

The TSO manages import and export flows between countries as long as there is capac-
ity to trade. In Eqs. (2.29)-(2.30), the total imports and exports should be in balance.

ECN-E--15-073 Chapter 2. Modelling approach 13



While the TSO dispatches electricity, it also operates the transmission network sa sfy-
ing the cross-border transmission limita ons (Eq. (2.31)). The trading capaci es T e

ii′ are
represented by the so called Net Transfer Capaci es (NTC) between the countries.

Electricity storage operator: We mainly focus on the bulk electricity storage technolo-
gies such as hydro pumped storage and compressed air energy storage (CAES). These elec-
tricity storage operators buy power by charging during low priced hours and sell power by
discharging during high priced hours. By doing so, they are able to increase or decrease
system demand for electricity and contribute to the flexibility for balancing genera on
and demand.

The objec ve of the storage operator is to choose their discharge (dseirp) and charge
(cheirp) quan es maximizing their profits. The profit of each storage operator is equal
to the revenues of discharging minus the costs of charging electrical energy within their
cycle. Equal to the gas storage, a yearly cycle is assumed for the storage of electricity,
where T represents the final period:

max
che,dse,SOLe

irp

∑
p∈P

Np

∑
i∈I,r∈R

[
priceeip(ds

e
irp − cheirp)− CRe(cheirp)

]
(2.33)

s.t.
cheirp − PSe

ir ≤ 0 (µa
irp) ∀i ∈ I, r ∈ R, p ∈ P (2.34)

dseirp − PSe
ir ≤ 0 (µb

irp) ∀i ∈ I, r ∈ R, p ∈ P (2.35)

SOLe
irp = ISCe

0 + cheirpeff
r − dseirp/eff

r (µc
irp) ∀i ∈ I, r ∈ R, p = 1 (2.36)

SOLe
irp = SOLe

irp−1 + cheirpeff
r − dseirp/eff

r (µd
irp) ∀i ∈ I, r ∈ R, p > 1 (2.37)

SOLe
irp = ISCe

r0 (µT
ir) ∀i ∈ I, r ∈ R, p = T (2.38)

SOLe
irp − SCe

ir ≤ 0 (µirp) ∀i ∈ I, r ∈ R, p ∈ P (2.39)

cheirp, ds
e
irp, SOL

e
irp ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ I, r ∈ R, p ∈ P. (2.40)

The amount of power charged and discharged is limited by the produc on capacity of
storage in Eqs. (2.34) and (2.35), respec vely. Constraints (2.36) and (2.37) indicate the
level of e-storage at period p a er charging or discharging. Constraints (2.36) and (2.38)
set the ini al and final energy levels of electricity stored in a cycle and constraint (2.39) is
the maximum limit for electricity stored at period p.

Electricity consumers: We consider hourly profiles of demand. Final demand for elec-
tricity is assumed to be exogenous to the model and completely inelas c. No dis nc on
is made between the various electricity consumers (e.g. industrial, residen al).

Electricitymarket clearing condi ons: Similar to the gasmarketmodel, themarket clear-
ing condi ons sa sfy the balance of total quan ty supplied and total quan ty demanded.
The electricity market prices are endogenous to the whole system and are represented by
the Lagrange mul pliers of these condi ons. In Eq. (2.41), electricity demand and supply
are in balance at each node i and period p. In Eq. (2.42), when demand is curtailed during
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con ngency hours (ENSip > 0), the price is set at the value of lost load (V OLLe).∑
h∈H

geihp +
∑
r∈R

(dseirp − cheirp) + yeip + ENSe
ip = De

ip (priceeip), ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P

(2.41)

0 ≤ V OLLe − priceeip ⊥ ENSip ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P

(2.42)

2.3 Market equilibriumconditions of the integrated
electricity and gas markets

The interac ons between electricity and gasmarkets can be categorized in twoways. First,
the electricity market is one of the largest consumers of natural gas. The gas consump-
on of NGFPPs in the electricity market affects the volume of gas demand (see condi on

(2.43)) and consequently influences the gas prices in the gas market. Second, the natu-
ral gas market price directly affects the genera on costs and dispatch of NGFPPs in the
electricity sector (see condi on (2.44)) and consequently determines the gas consump-
on from the power sector. Hence, there is an equilibrium for the total gas consumed

by the power sector and the gas prices in the gas market. This equilibrium from the cou-
pling of electricity and gas markets can be achieved via the following market equilibrium
condi ons:

Dg
(Pow)ip = CONV F ·

∑
h∈H(ngp)

geihp
ηeih

(2.43)

FPihp = CONV F · pricegip ∀h ∈ H(ngp) (2.44)

Eqs. (2.43) and (2.44) can be incorporated in the formula on of market clearing condi-
on (2.19) and Eq. (2.27) for gas units, respec vely. Then the KKT condi ons are derived

for each market agent’s op miza on problem formulated in Sec ons 2.1 and 2.2. The
resul ng KKT condi ons of each agent’s op miza on problem in the electricity and the
gas market, together with the market clearing condi ons, define the equilibrium problem
which is a square system of nonlinear complementarity and/or equality condi ons. This
complementarity problem could be solved for the market equilibrium by using commer-
cial complementarity solvers such as PATH ([8]).

However, nonlinear complementary problems for large scale systems are computa on-
ally challenging. This is also what we experienced when running I-ELGAS under an MCP
formula on. With increase in the number of variables and constraints to only a few thou-
sand, as in line with the limited four-node system presented in Sec on 3, the run mes
increased to over an hour. To reduce computa onal complexity we take another approach
as described in the next sec on that allows for solving large scale systems with millions
of variables. By adop ng this approach, the run mes of the I-ELGAS model applied to
four-node system are reduced to only a few seconds.

2.4 Finding the equilibrium via a single optimiza-
tion problem

In some cases, mixed complementarity models can be formulated as an equivalent single
op miza onmodel. The formula on of a single op miza on problemmay not be possible
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for general complementarity problems, but it is o en feasible for problems formulated
assuming perfectly compe ve markets (see, e.g., [10], [14]).

Under the convexity assump on of the cost func onCQz(qzop) of gas producers, we can
formulate a single op miza on problem whose KKT condi ons are equivalent to the con-
catena on of the KKT condi ons of all the market agents and market clearing condi ons
described in sec ons 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. The op mal solu on of the single op miza on
problem given below must sa sfy the model’s KKT condi ons, and therefore the solu on
is also a market equilibrium:

max WTPGAS − COSTELEC − COSTGAS −
∑

i∈I,p∈P

V OLLe ∗ ENSe
ip

(2.45)

s.t.

Gas Producers′ Constraints : [2.2]− [2.6] ∀z
Gas TSO Constraints : [2.8]− [2.10]

Gas SSO Constraints : [2.12]− [2.18]

Gas Market Clearing Constraints [2.20]− [2.21]

Electricity Generators′ Constraints : [2.23]− [2.26] ∀i, h
Electricity TSO Constraints : [2.29]− [2.32]

Electricity Storage Constraints : [2.34]− [2.40]

Electricity Market Clearing Constraints : [2.41]

Electricity/Gas Market Coupling :

∑
z∈Z

sgzip + egifp = injgifp +
∑

m∈{Ind,Res}

Dg
mip + CONV F (2.46)

·
∑

h∈H(ngp)

geihp
ηeih

(pricegip) ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P, f ∈ F

ENS ≥ 0

where,

WTPGAS =
∑

i∈I,p∈P Np

∑
m∈{Ind,Res}(A

g
mip +Bg

mipD
g
mip)D

g
mip

COSTGAS =
∑

p∈P Np

[∑
z∈Z,o∈O CQ

g(qzop) +
∑

k∈K CZg
k(flow

g
kp)

+
∑

o∈O,i∈I CX
g
oi(xoip) +

∑
i∈I CS

g
i (inj

g
ifp)

]

COSTELEC =
∑

i∈I,p∈P Np

[∑
h∈OTH Ce(geihp) +

∑
r∈R CR

e(cheirp)

+
∑

h∈NGP (
ΘhPCO2

ηe
ih

+OMe
ih) ∗ geihp

]

In the objec ve func on,WTPGAS is the willingness to pay of the gas consumers in the
industrial and residen al sectors. COSTGAS is the sum of the gas produc on costs,
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pipeline transmission and LNG shipping costs, and storage costs in the gas market, and
COSTELEC is the sum of the genera on costs and storage costs in the electricitymarket,
excluding the fuel cost of NGFPPs. The objec ve can be interpreted as the total surplus
for the gas and electricity market, which is defined as the sum of the objec ves of all the
agents in the gas and electricity market. It must be noted that all revenue terms of the
objec ve func ons of the individual players cancel each other. This includes the fuel cost
of NGFPPs that are revenues to the gas market. Furthermore, constraint 2.46 results from
combina on of the market clearing condi ons (2.19) and (2.43).

In the numerical analysis presented in sec on 3, weassume linear cost func onCQz(qzop)

of gas producers.2 Thus, op miza onproblem (2.45) is aQuadra c Program (QP). Thereby,
we can use out-of-the-box algorithms that can efficiently solve very large QPs.

2 The non-linear gas produc on cost func on of [12] is approximated by a piecewise linear produc on func on.
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3
Numerical analysis

3.1 Modelling assumptions and scenarios
We test our model with a four-node set-up as shown in Figure 1. Data of Norway, Russia,
Germany and the Netherlands is used to represent the four interconnected nodes. Ger-
many and the Netherlands are consumers of both electricity and gas. The Netherlands
is also a producer of natural gas whereas Germany fully relies on foreign gas supply and
domes c gas storage. Furthermore, Russia and Norway are included in the model only as
gas supplying countries that differ with respect to the produc on costs of gas.

Figure 1: Visual representa on of the 4-node network for the integrated Gas- and Electricity market
model

The gas-only producing countries are connected to the Netherlands and Germany via
pipelines and via LNG shipping routes. The marginal gas produc on costs in Norway are
rela vely high. However, due to Norway’s rela ve proximity to the gas demanding coun-
tries the transporta on costs remain limited. For Russia, the opposite holds. Germany
and the Netherlands also trade natural gas via a single pipeline. In the Netherlands, the
majority of the gas storage facili es are seasonal, while in Germany it is assumed that the
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majority of the gas storage facili es are peak storage facili es.

Regarding the electricity sector, Germany and the Netherlands trade electricity via a single
transmission line. Electricity genera on units in these countries consist of 25 technologies
that differ with respect to their marginal costs.3 Both seasonal and hourly variability of
gas demand and variable renewable genera on are represented by using hourly data for
a representa ve week in each season; i.e., winter and fall (cold seasons) and spring and
summer (warm seasons). Furthermore, electricity can be stored at a large scale both in
Germany or the Netherlands bymeans of Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) or Hydro
Pumped Storage that only differ according to their efficiency.

A scenario-based analysis has been performed in order to analyze the price-volume inter-
ac ons between the G&E markets and the effect of certain drivers on such interac on.
The scenario set-up is shown in Figure 2. The Current 2012 scenario represents an elec-
tricity market where I-RES shares in total genera on are rela vely low (≈ 10%) as is the
price for CO2. In order to analyse the impact of increasing shares of I-RES, we assume
that only the electricity market changes in the 2030 Baseline scenario whereas the gas
market is unchanged. In the electricity market, I-RES shares in total genera on increase
(to ≈ 32%) while baseload capaci es decreases compared to the Current 2012 scenario.
Furthermore, no electricity storage is assumed in the Baseline 2030 scenario and the CO2

price remains rela vely low; thereby the compe veness of NGFPPs with respect to coal
fired power plants remains comparable to the Current 2012 scenario.

Figure 2: Scenario set-up and assump ons

We further consider four variants of the Baseline Scenario, where the High CO2 scenario
assumes a higher CO2 price benefi ng compe veness of NGFPPs compared to coal fired
power plants. In the remaining three variants, the effect of three types of energy storage
technologies (i.e., seasonal gas storage, peak gas storage, electricity storage) is analyzed
by comparing the outcomes of these scenarios to the Baseline 2030 scenario.

In Sec on 3.2 the results are discussedbymeans of statements, followedby an elabora on
in Sec on 3.3 on the main lessons learned and the next steps to be taken. The analysis

3 Biomass- andwaste standalone, hydro conven onal, geothermal, wind, solar, nuclear, oil, coal PC, coal IGCC, lignite
PC, gas CCGT, gas GT, gas CHP, and coke oven gas
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provided in Sec on 3.2 shows what type of ques ons I-ELGAS is suitable for. Although
the results cannot be generalized yet to the European system since they are derived from
a limited four-node system, they give useful insights regarding the implica ons of some
developments in the gas and electricity markets (i.e., increase in I-RES genera on, CO2

price, and energy storage investments) on the interac ons between these markets.

3.2 Results
Increasing shares of I-RES results in a stronger correla on between gas demand
from the power sector and I-RES genera on

An important determinant for the level of the gas demand from the power sector is the
residual demand in the electricity market which is equal to the hourly electricity demand
minus the hourly produc on of I-RES (see Figure 3). Thus, the higher the genera on from
I-RES sources, the lower the residual demand and the lower the need for more expensive
genera on such as coal or gas. However, due to the variable characteris c of I-RES gen-
era on, flexible back-up capacity is s ll needed in mes of low I-RES genera on. In this
respect, especially NGFPPs are suitable as back-up genera on since these units are able
to respond quickly to sudden changes in residual electricity demand. Hence, even though
total gas demand from the power sector is decreasing in Baseline 2030 with increasing
shares of I-RES genera on compared to Current 2012 scenario, the correla on between
the gas demand from the power sector and I-RES genera on is becoming much stronger
(see figure 4). Or in other words; the level of I-RES genera on is becoming a more impor-
tant determinant for the level of the gas demand from the power sector.4.

Figure 3: Regression of residual demand (e-demand minus I-RES genera on) and the level of gas
demand from power sector in Germany in the Current 2012 scenario, the Baseline 2030 scenario and
the High CO2 scenario.

Figure 4: Regression of I-RES genera on and the level of gas demand from power sector in the Current
2012 scenario, the Baseline 2030 scenario and the High CO2 scenario

Under a High CO2 price (High CO2 scenario), the compe veness of NGFPPs increases
mainly with respect to coal fired power plants. Due to the increased dispatch of NGFPPs,

4 In the Netherlands the same effect is seen; with increasing shares of I-RES, the level of I-RES genera on is becoming
a more important determinant for the level of gas demand from the power sector
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the gas demand from the power sector increases resul ng in I-RES levels becoming an
even more important determinant for the hourly level of gas demand from the power
sector (Figure 4).

Increasing shares of I-RES results in higher vola lity of electricity prices and the
effect on gas prices vola lity is moderated by gas storage

As shown in Figure 5 the increasing shares of I-RES genera on result in a significant in-
crease in the vola lity of e-prices. In the Baseline 2030 and High CO2 scenario, e-prices in
some hours are close to 0 e/MWh represen ng hours with high I-RES genera on, while
in other hours high price spikes are shown represen ng the hours with limited I-RES gen-
era on.5 Under higher CO2 prices the range of the marginal produc on costs of units is
increasing. This implicitly leads to more vola le e-prices under different levels of I-RES
genera on.

Figure 5: Vola lity of hourly e-prices in the scenarios Current 2012, Baseline 2030 and High CO2 2030

Figure 6: Vola lity of gas prices in the scenarios Current 2012, Baseline 2030 and High CO2 2030

In Figure 6 it is shown that the price vola lity in the gas market does not increase. This
is due to the fact that the gas market is already highly flexible; mainly due to gas storage
but also due to demand elas city in the residen al sector and the industrial sector. Gas
storage in general balances the extremes. Without gas storage, significant fluctua ons
in the hourly gas demand cannot be accommodated. The impact gas storage has on gas
prices can be seen by comparing Figures 7 and 6 (Baseline 2030 scenario). In Figure 7,
the Baseline 2030 scenario is run without any gas storage available in Germany and the
Netherlands.

Peak storage can be er provide flexibility to the electricity market compared to
seasonal storage since the compe veness of NGFPPs is increased, whereas
electricity storage decreases the role of NGFPPs to accommodate flexibility

Gas storage op mizes the availability of gas throughout the year depending on the vola l-
ity of gas demand and prices. In this respect, seasonal storage is suitable to accommodate

5 In the Baseline 2030 and High CO2 2030, demand is curtailed in hour 42 (winter week). Hence, the e-price reaches
the level of the Value of Lost Load (VOLL) which is 10.000 euro/MWh. In order to show the vola lity of prices in the
graph, the maximum e-price of the non-curtailed hours is taken.
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Figure 7: Vola lity of gas prices in the Netherlands and Germany in Baseline 2030 without storage of gas

seasonal gas demand variability since it is restricted to inject in warm seasons and to ex-
tract in cold seasons. Compared to peak storage, the extrac on and injec on rates of
seasonal storage are rela vely low. Therefore, seasonal storage is less suitable to ac-
commodate more extreme changes in the gas demand from one hour to the other. As

Figure 8: Difference in the level of gas demand from the power sector compared to Baseline 2030, sum
of the Netherlands and Germany

illustrated in Figure 4, increasing shares of I-RES results in a stronger correla on between
gas demand from the power sector and I-RES genera on. Thereby, the variability of gas
demand from the power sector is affected by I-RES genera on that does not necessarily
have a seasonal pa ern and can be be er accommodated with peak gas storage to op -
mally supply gas to the flexible NGFPPs. This is also illustrated in Figure 8. The addi onal
seasonal storage capacity does not affect the gas demand from the power sector while
the impact is significant with addi onal peak storage capacity. Increase in peak storage
capacity results in more flexibility and compe veness of NGFPPs, consequently increas-
ing the gas demand from the power sector. With addi onal electricity storage, extreme
events due to I-RES can be directly accommodated within the electricity market, reduc-
ing the need for flexible genera on of NGFPPs and thus the gas demand from the power
sector.

Peak gas storage and electrical storage can be er accommodate the op mal
use of increasing I-RES genera on

When the genera on of I-RES is higher than the demand for electricity or when the con-
ven onal genera on units cannot fully ramp down with sudden increase in I-RES genera-
on, I-RES genera on is curtailed. On the contrary, electricity demand is curtailed when
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demand is higher than the available electricity produc on. In the Baseline 2030 scenario,
20.7 GWh of I-RES genera on and 0.1 GWh of electricity demand is curtailed. Figure 9
shows that addi onal peak storage reduces I-RES curtailment to a certain extent since it
indirectly helps to make op mal use of I-RES genera on by increasing the flexibility of
NGFPPs to accommodate variability in I-RES genera on. Finally, as electricity storage di-
rectly provides flexibility in the electricity market, the reduc on in the curtailment of both
demand and I-RES genera on is the most significant; in this case to a level of zero curtail-
ment.

Figure 9: Difference in the level of curtailment compared to Baseline 2030, sum of the Netherlands and
Germany

3.3 Conclusions and discussion
The electricity and gas markets are interdependent due to NGFPPs opera ng in both mar-
kets. This brings forward the necessity to analyse the two markets in an integrated fash-
ion. In this study, an integrated G&E market model has been formulated, that is able to
analyse short-term price and volume interac ons in the G&E market on an hourly basis
while also considering ramping rates, peak and seasonal gas storage, electricity storage,
and I-RES variability. To our knowledge, none of the exis ng integrated G&E market mod-
els, that can model the short-term price and volume effects, differen ates the flexibility
capabili es of different sources in both markets on this level of detail. Furthermore, we
introduce a single op miza on problem which finds the market equilibrium of the inte-
grated G&E market assuming that the G&E markets are perfectly compe ve. Thereby,
computa onal me has been improved significantly allowing for solving large-scale sys-
tems including millions of variables and parameters instead of a few thousands.

The analysis presented in this study shows that the price-volume interac on between gas
and electricity markets becomes stronger with increasing I-RES genera on. Furthermore,
the availability of flexible gas supply (i.e., peak gas storage) in the gas market becomes
more important to determine compe veness and future role of gas power plants in the
electricity market. Although the conclusions cannot be generalized yet to the European
system since the results are derived from a limited system with only a few nodes, our
modelling approach allows for a more detailed analysis of energy systems on a large ge-
ographical and temporal scale. In the future, the model will be extended to a European
scale including all hours in a year so thatwe can analyse important issues such as the future
role of gas in the European electricity market under increasing shares of I-RES genera on.
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4
Nomenclature

Sets and indices

c ∈ C Set of all countries
o ∈ O ⊂ C Set of gas producing countries
i, i′ ∈ I ⊂ C Set of nodes for gas and electricity network
J(i) ∈ I ⊂ C Set of nodes connected to node i
ss ∈ SS Set of seasons: {Winter and Fall (cold season), Spring and Summer (warm season)}
p ∈ P Set of periods (i.e., hours)
P (ss) ∈ P Set of periods in season ss (i.e. hours)
k ∈ K Set of arcs in pipeline distribu on network
m ∈M Set of consumer markets in gas sector: {Ind, Res, Pow}
f ∈ F Set of gas storage capacity types: {Seasonal, Peak}
z, z′ ∈ Z Set of gas produc on firms
r ∈ R Set of electrical storage capacity types: {Hydro PS, CAES}
h ∈ H Set of power units
ngp ∈ NGP ⊂ H Set of natural gas fired power units
oth ∈ OTH ⊂ H Set of all firms other than the natural gas fired power units.

Gas Market

Variables Gas Market

qgzop Gas produc on by firm z located at o in period p [kcm]
sgzip Total sales by firm z to consumers in node i in period p [kcm]
tgzoip Pipeline transport by firm z from o to i in period p [kcm]
tlgzoip LNG shipping transport by firm z from o to i in period p [kcm]
flowg

kp Cross-border pipeline-flow on arc k in period p [kcm]
xgoip Inter-regional LNG transport from o to i in period p [kcm]
egifp Gas extracted from storage type f by SSO at node i in period p [kcm]
injgifp Gas injected into storage type f by SSO at node i in period p [kcm]
Dg

mip Gas demand of sectorm in node i in period p [kcm]
pricegip Wholesale price of gas at node i in period p [e/kcm]
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wtgkp Price of pipeline transport on arc k in period p [e/kcm]
wtlgoip Price of LNG shipment from o to i in period p [e/kcm]

Parameters Gas Market

Np Number of days represen ng period p in a year
CQg(qgzop) Total gas produc on cost of firm z in produc on node o in period p [e]
CSg(injgifp) Total opera onal cost of storage type f in node i in period p [e]
CXg(xgoip) Total cost of opera ng the transmission of LNG from node o to i in period p [e]
CZg(flowg

kp) Total cost to transpor ng gas via pipeline k in period p [e]
Ag

mip Intercept of linear gas demand func on
Bg

mip Slope of linear gas demand func on
CONV F The conversion factor to convert e/kcm to e/MWh = 0.1017825
GTCg

oik Gas transmission capability: 0 or 1 parameter deno ng if transmission can take
place from o to i through pipeline k.

LTCg
oi LNG transport capability: 0-1 parameter deno ng if LNG can be shipped from o to i

Qg
zo Annual produc on capacity of firm z at o [kcm]

SCg
if Annual working gas capacity of storage type f at node i [kcm] (corrected for share

of cushion gas)
SERg

if Extrac on rate of storage type f at node i [kcm/hour]
SIRg

if Injec on rate of storage type f at node i [kcm/hour]
TGg

kp Capacity of gas pipeline k in period p [kcm]
TLGout

zop LNG liquefac on capacity of producer z at o in period p [kcm]
TLGin

ip LNG regasifica on capacity at i in period p [kcm]

Electricity Market

Variables Electricity Market

geihp Produc on of electricity by unit h at node i in period p [MW]
ENSe

ip Energy Not Served (curtailed demand) at node i in period p [MW]
flowe

ii′p Electricity flow on interconnec on from node i to node i′ in period p [MW]
yeip Net electricity imports/exports at node i in period p [MW]
βe
ihp Scarcity rent for power producer h at node i in period p [e/MW]
priceeip Wholesale price of electricity for node i in period p [e/MWh]
dseirp Level of electrical discharge at node i of storage type r in period p [MW]
cheirp Level of electrical charge at node i of storage type r in period p [MW]
SOLe

irp Energy storage level at node i of storage type r in period p [MW]

Parameters Electricity Market

De
ip Electricity demand at node i in period p [MW]

V OLLe Value Of Lost Electricity Load [10.000 e/MWh]
PCO2 Cost of CO2 emission [e/tonne]
Θh Emission factor of unit h [tonne/MWh]
FPihp Fuel price of unit h at node i in period p [Euro/MWh]
T e
ii′ Import/export transmission capacity provided by TSO between node i and i′ [MW]
AF e

ih Availability factor of unit h in node i
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Ce(geihp) Total opera onal and maintenance cost of unit h located at node i in period p [e]
CRe(cheirp)Total opera onal cost of electrical storage type r located at node i in period p [e]
OMe

ih Marginal variable opera ng maintenance cost of unit h at node i [e/MWh]
ηeih Electrical efficiency of unit h at node i
Ge

hi Capacity of unit h in node i [MW]
RRe

ih Maximum ramp rate of unit h in node i [MW/hour]
PSe

ir Electrical storage capacity at node i of storage type r [MW]
SCe

irp Electrical storage capacity at node i of storage type r depending on the number
of storing hours [MWh]
ISCe

r0 Ini al energy level of storage type r at node i at hour 0, assumed 50 percent
of total capacity [MWh]
effr Efficiency of electrical storage facility depending on the storage type r [1:=100 percent]
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